A test unit for the study of catalysts in short contact time reactions between a catalyst and at least one reagent, with a down-transported flow reactor (4), with a load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) and a discharge outlet (14) linked with an admission inlet (15) to an upper chamber (39) of a separator (5) internally divided into an upper chamber (39) and a lower chamber (41) by a porous element (40) that is permeable to gases and impermeable to solid particles of catalyst, and a first preheater (1) provided with an outlet (2, 2a) connected with the inlet (13, 13a, 13b) of the reactor (4) via a load duct (42) in such a way that arranged between the outlet (2, 2a) and the load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) are some obturator means (3, 3a) in which the catalyst is heated to a desired temperature before they are loaded into the reactor (4).
Fig. 4
Some units have recently been developed for small-scale simulation of catalytic cracking in a much more realistic way than standard ASTM-D3907: Riser Simulator® (DeRosa U.S. Pat. No. 5,102,628) and Microriser® (Helmsing, Makkee, Moulin, Chem. Eng. Sci., 51, pp. 3039-3044, 1996). In particular, the residence time of the gas in the reactor is controlled better and can become very short (0.15 seconds for the Microriser). Nevertheless, they still present some disadvantages. In the Riser Simulator, the contact time varies between 2 and 20 seconds, which is too long a time for simulating the new FCC processes that are proposed; also, the recovery of the heaviest part of the reaction products can be a problem. In the Microriser, the operation is isothermal, which means that the thermal shock between the hot catalyst and the colder fluid cannot be reproduced. Another drawback lies in the changes of direction undergone by the catalyst in the proposed design, namely, back-mixing could take place in the bends of the reactor. In order to minimise this effect, the catalyst has to be swept along at high speed (more than 4 metres a second), which implies that the quantity of inert necessary for ensuring piston flow of the catalyst lowers the partial pressure of the hydrocarbons to around \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the total pressure at the inlet of the feed, and high concentrations of catalyst cannot be used in the reactor. Furthermore, the quantities of solid used for a test are relatively high, around 500 grams, and the times needed for separation of the products and of the solid and sweeping of the absorbed products ("stripping") are greater than 10 minutes. This means that, for a process in which the contact time between the catalyst and the feed is less than one second, a stripping time of 10 minutes or more will be disproportionately long and can lead to additional cracking occurring in that stage producing undesired products such as \( \text{H}_2 \), methane and ethane.

The aim of this invention is a laboratory unit capable of simulating the continuous operation of the FCC, or other operations such as for example selective oxidations of hydrocarbons, carried out in a down transported flow reactor and which permits a study of the activity and selectivity of catalysts, and the influence of the load on the reactivity and selectivity of the catalyst. The residence times in the reactor are short; between 0.1 and 5 seconds, the unit can work in a wide range of catalyst/feed ratios, between 2 and 100, at high temperatures, between 100 and 750°C, and with short separation times between catalyst and reaction products, between 20 and 200 seconds, following the reaction phase. Moreover, the reaction system has the advantage that the total duration of the experiment is short, between 20 and 300 seconds, requiring small quantities of catalyst and feed (between 10 and 200 grams). The feed of solid being in the downwards direction, as occurs in the reactor of the present invention, has a series of advantages with respect to the classical configuration of a rising flow reactor (reactor riser). So, as the gas does not have to be pushed to the solid in order to advance through the reactor, there does not exist any minimum speed of gas required for it to circulate through the solid. Consequently, there are no limitations on the density of the solid in the case of the classical riser type reactor, owing to the required minimum speed of gas. The reactor can be as short as is desired without prejudicing the general circulation of the solid in the plant, consequently, very short residence times of the catalyst and of the products in the reactor can be achieved. Finally, in a circulation in the downwards direction, much
less back-mixing of the catalyst takes place and the flow is quite a bit more like piston flow. This permits the residence time, both of the gas and of the solid, to be controlled with much greater reliability.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

**[0008]** In order to overcome the drawbacks inherent to the units and test methods of the state of the art, and to achieve the advantages described above, the present invention provides a test unit, particularly for the study of catalysts in short contact time reactions between at least one catalyst and at least one reagent, which comprises a reactor with at least one load inlet for introducing feed comprising at least one reagent and at least one catalyst which must intervene in the test reaction, at least one discharge outlet for discharge of the catalyst and of reaction products resulting from the test reaction, a separator in which the catalyst is separated from the reaction products, the reactor having an admission inlet through which the reaction products and the catalyst gain access to the separator, and at least one evacuation outlet for evacuating at least the reaction products separated from the catalyst, and means of heating for heating at least part of the unit.

In this unit,

**[0009]** the reactor is a down transported flow reactor with a height/diameter ratio of at least 5, particularly from 50 to 500, and can be a tubular reactor,

**[0010]** the load inlet is arranged in an upper part of the reactor and the discharge outlet in a lower part of the reactor,

**[0011]** the admission inlet and at least one evacuation outlet are arranged in an upper part of the separator,

**[0012]** the means of heating comprise at least a first preheater with at least one tank housing the catalyst prior to the test reaction for heating the catalyst to the desired temperature before it is loaded into the reactor (4), the first preheater having at least one outlet connected to the inlet of the reactor via a load duct in such a way that, between said outlet from the first preheater and said load inlet for the reactor, some obturating means are provided which are closed when the catalyst is being heated to the desired catalyst temperature in the first preheater and they open when the catalyst has become heated to the desired catalyst temperature for discharging the catalyst into the reactor,

**[0013]** the separator is internally divided by a porous element, preferably a porous plate manufactured, for example, from quartz or stainless steel, and preferably of INCONEL 600, into an upper chamber and a lower chamber, the porous element being permeable to gas and impermeable to solid particles of catalyst, said admission inlet being linked with the upper chamber, and

**[0014]** the discharge outlet from the reactor links with said admission inlet.

**[0015]** In view of the fact that, according to the invention, the test unit is based on a down flow of the feed, it will also be identified as "microwindow" or by the abbreviation "MD" in the present descriptive specification.

**[0016]** In a preferred embodiment, the first preheater comprises a plurality of tanks each intended to house and heat separate catalysts intended for a plurality of tests. In this embodiment, the tanks can be connected with said load inlet to the reactor via the load duct, with individual obturant means being inserted between each tank and said load inlet, or each of the tanks can be connected to said load inlet to the reactor via an individual load duct, in which case each individual load duct has individual obturant means inserted in it. The presence of several tanks in the first preheater permits the successive testing of several catalysts continually, without any need for handling by the operator.

**[0017]** The obturant means can be arranged in such a way that, when closed, they isolate the first preheater from the reactor. So, the obturant means can, for example, be commercial HT (High Temperature) valves among which can be found valves that operate up to a temperature of 815° C. In a preferred configuration, each tank has a lower narrow and lengthened part with a height/diameter ratio of between 5 and 50, in order to thereby achieve a more uniform temperature in the entire tank. The tank has a sufficient volume for containing the amount of catalyst needed for conducting a test, plus an additional quantity of 10 to 30 g of catalyst which serves to maintain a seal between the reactor and the atmosphere in the tank.

**[0018]** Preferably, the first preheater has sufficient heating capacity for heating up the catalyst to a temperature between 100° C. and the maximum temperature that the obturant means can resist and maintaining their functionality to function, in other words, a maximum temperature of around 800° C. when the obturant means are commercial HT valves. Also, the first preheater can be provided with a pressurisation gas inlet for filling each tank with pressurisation gas which creates an internal pressure that drives the catalyst towards the reactor when the obturant means are opened. The outlet from the first preheater is preferably also connected to a first gas line which conducts fluidisation gas which fluidises the catalyst before they are loaded into the reactor.

**[0019]** In an embodiment of the reactor, the load inlet for the reactor comprises a reagent inlet which links with a reagent load line, and a catalyst inlet, linked to the catalyst load duct. In this embodiment, the load line can be connected via a first end to a load injector for injecting reagents through the reagent inlet of the reactor, the load injector also being able to be connected to a supply line that conducts an inert gas which is mixed with the reagents before they are loaded into the reactor. In this case, the injection of the reagents to the reactor can be done via a first tube of small diameter (for example, ¾") while the inert gas can be introduced into the reactor by means of a second tube of somewhat larger diameter than the first tube (for example, ⅝") which surrounds the first tube, in other words, the first tube and the second tube are concentric in such a way that the inert gas passes through the space between the internal wall of the second tube and the external wall of the first tube, destroying the drops of liquid exiting from the first tube.

This configuration has the advantage of improving the quality of atomisation of the reagents by means of minimising the drops formed by the reagents, and the reagents are prevented from becoming deposited and adhered to the internal wall of the reactor in the reagent inlet zone. The space between the first and second tube is preferably narrow
in order to obtain a high rate of input of the gas which provokes greater breakage of the drops of reagents entering the reactor and increasing their rate of vaporisation. In this way, the injected reagents and the inert gas travel together in the reactor in the downwards direction.

[0020] At least one directing valve can be inserted into the load line, which valve, in a first position, permits the flow of reagents to the reactor and in a second position prevents the inlet of the flow of reagents to the reactor. This directing valve can be a three-way valve with low dead volume which, in addition to those two positions, can also adopt a third position in which the reagents are directed towards, for example, an external receptacle.

[0021] In a section of the load line, a second preheater can be provided for heating the reagents before they are loaded into the reactor and, preferably, it is also heated at least between the second preheater and the inlet to the reactor or, when this is available, until the inlet of the injector. The second preheater preferably has sufficient heating capacity for heating the reagents to a reaction temperature between 100 and 400°C. Nevertheless, the temperature to which the reagents, which simulate a large part of FCC processes, are heated lies between 120 and 300°C. Moreover, in a second end of the load line, in other words, the end far away from the first end, the load line can be connected to a feed pump which pumps the reagents towards the reactor.

[0022] The reactor can furthermore be provided with a heating system with sufficient heating capacity for maintaining a reaction temperature of between 100 and 700°C in the reactor. The heating system can comprise sectors of heating elements with heating capacities that can be adjusted by sectors, in order to maintain the reaction temperature. To achieve this, the heating system can be adjusted in such a way that the reaction temperature is reached and maintained in accordance with temperature measurements made by at least one temperature sensor selected from the group consisting of:

[0023] a first temperature sensor which measures a first temperature in an upper part of the reactor, which can be, for example, a thermocouple provided in a zone close to the load inlet of the reactor,

[0024] a second temperature sensor which measures a second temperature in a lower part of the reactor, and

[0025] a third temperature sensor which measures a third temperature in an intermediate part between said upper part and said lower part.

[0026] Conveniently, the temperature sensor elements can be linked with a programmable temperature control unit, to which the sensor elements inform of the temperatures measured, in such a way that the temperature control unit governs the heating means as a function of the measured temperatures and the programmed temperatures with respect to each test conducted.

[0027] By means of this arrangement, the temperatures in the zones of the reactor can be adjusted to the desired temperatures.

[0028] The separator preferably has an upper diameter greater than the diameter of the reactor, usually 2 to 100 and preferably 5 to 15 times greater than the diameter of the reactor. Furthermore, the upper chamber of the separator preferably has a height/diameter ratio of 0.2 to 10, habitually 0.3 to 0.5, above the porous element. The lower chamber of the separator in turn, preferably presents a gas access connected to a second gas line which conducts pressurised gas which is usually an inert venting gas. In an embodiment of the invention, the access gas is also connected to a third gas line which conducts an oxidising gas. The functions of these gases will be described further below in this specification. In addition, the separator can be provided with at least one heating element with sufficient heating capacity for maintaining the chambers of the separator at a temperature between 100 and 600°C. A usual temperature in the simulation of an FCC reaction is from 400 to 550°C, although the temperature in the separator can be adjusted to a relatively lower temperature than the reaction temperature, for example, to a temperature between 400 and 500°C, in such a way that the reaction products undergo a certain cooling when they leave the reactor and enter the separator, which reduces the rate of undesired catalytic and thermal reactions in the separator. In order to detect the temperature in the separator, the unit can be fitted with a fifth temperature sensor which is preferably provided just above the porous plate.

[0029] In the separator, the catalyst is separated from the gas by inertia. So, while the catalyst collides with the porous element and its particles are distributed on the surface of the porous element, the gases that are present expand in the separator and can be extracted through the evacuation outlet which is conveniently fitted with a filter that retains the particles of the catalyst which might have been suspended in the gas, in order to prevent those particles from being extracted along with the gases. In this way, the catalyst becomes retained in the upper chamber of the separator.

[0030] When the separator has the gas access connected to the gas line described above, the reaction products that are adsorbed or absorbed in the catalyst, and which have therefore not been extracted via the evacuation outlet along with the gas, can be desorbed from the catalyst retained on the porous element by means of a sweeping process consisting of fluidisation of the catalyst through the introduction of a fluidisation gas via the gas access, in such a way that the gas enters the lower chamber, before crossing the porous element in such a way that the volume of the lower chamber acts as a preheating section for the fluidisation and separation gas. The rate of flow of the gas via the porous element must be sufficiently high for fluidising the catalyst uniformly and it can be the same gas as that used during the reaction or it can be another gas. The desorption of the reaction products from the catalyst can be accelerated by means of applying vacuum pulses which help to clean the catalyst. In this way, the reaction products which have been desorbed from the catalyst are also extracted via the evacuation outlet of the separator.

[0031] Preferably, the evacuation outlet from the separator is suitable for being connected to a collection system for liquid and gaseous products which are evacuated from the separator. This system preferably includes a distribution valve which, during the separation phase, in other words when the reaction products are evacuated from the separator while the catalyst remains retained in the porous element, and during the "stripping" phase of the retained catalyst, in other words, during the desorption of the reaction products
adsorbed or absorbed in the retained catalyst, sends the reaction products and the corresponding fluidisation gas via a first outlet line to an analysis system for the reaction products, while, during the regeneration phase of the catalyst, it sends the gases generated in the regeneration via a second outlet line which conducts those gases to, for example, the oven mentioned earlier where they are oxidised for their later analysis.

The analysis system for the reaction products can include means of collection that are conventional in themselves, such as for example one or several traps maintained at a constant controlled temperature lying between 30°C and 50°C for liquid reaction products, and one or several water receptacles for the gases, or by other means in which the volume is controlled by sensors of, for example, the optical, capacitative or inductive type, or by weighing of the water displaced in a burette. The analysis of the gaseous products collected can be done, for example, in a gas chromatograph.

When the gas access of the separator is also linked to the third gas line, in other words, to the oxidising gas line, a regeneration of the catalyst can be done in the same separator. In this case, the oxidising gas, such as for example air, is introduced through the gas access, and the gases that are produced in the generation are also extracted via the evacuation outlet from the separator. These gases can then be led to an oven containing an oxidation catalyst which catalyses the complete oxidation of CO present in those gases to CO₂ in such a way that the CO₂ and the water contained in the resulting combustion gases can be analysed by means of the appropriate analysis technique, conventional in themselves, such as IR—gas chromatography, mass spectrometry or any other adequate conventional method.

Independently of whether it has been regenerated or not, the catalyst can be extracted from the separator in order to collect it, for example, a collection tank, without having to wait for the catalyst to cool. The extraction of the catalyst is preferably done by means of a powerful current of gas with sufficient strength to sweep the particles of catalyst through an extraction outlet present in the upper chamber of the separator and connected to an extraction line, fitted with a depressurisation valve which opens after separation of the reaction products in order to permit extraction of the catalyst. Alternatively, or complementary to this, the extraction of the catalyst can be done by pressurising the separator by means of introducing the gas and then suddenly opening the depressurisation valve, in such a way that the separator undergoes rapid depressurisation through the second extraction outlet, and the gas sweeps the particles via that extraction line towards the collection tank.

The test unit of this present invention can conveniently also include a programmable gas flow control system which, on the basis of gas pressure values detected by gas pressure measuring means, governs gas regulation means inserted in at least one gas conduction line, in order to supply under controlled conditions at least one inert gas to the first preheater, to the reactor and/or to the separator. The gas pressure measuring means can include at least one pressure meter selected from the group consisting of:

- a first pressure meter for measuring first pressures in the first preheater,
- a second pressure meter for measuring a pressure difference between a first point in the second gas line conducting pressurisation gas and which connects the first heater and a gas access in the lower part of the separator,
- a third pressure meter for measuring second pressures in the admission inlet to the separator, and
- a fourth pressure meter for measuring third pressures existing between the second point in the second gas line and the gas inlet for the separator,
- while the gas regulation means comprise at least one regulator means selected from the group consisting of:
- a first regulator means provided between said first point and said second point in the second gas line,
- a second regulator means which links the first preheater with the atmosphere,
- a third regulator means provided in the first gas line which can be, for example, a non-return valve,
- a fourth regulator means provided between the second point in the second gas line and the gas inlet to the separator, and
- a fifth regulator means connected to an evacuation outlet from the separator.

The pressure meters and the pressure regulating means are conveniently connected to the flow control system for gases in such a way that the system can detect differences between pre-established values and the measured pressure values, and order the regulating means to act so as to correct the discrepancies between those values.

According to the invention, the fluidisation gas used must not interfere neither with the catalyst nor with the reactants nor with the reaction products, because of which it is preferred if the gas is an inert gas such as nitrogen or a noble gas such as argon, neon or helium.

The tank or tanks of the first preheater, the reactor and the separator are preferably made of stainless steel, though they can also be of other heat-resistant materials which do not undergo any changes in their physical or chemical properties in the temperature ranges to which the test reactions conducted in the unit are subjected.

In order to vary the conversion, the flow of feed, for example, is fixed and the flow of catalyst is varied, thereby varying the ratio of catalyst to feed without appreciably modifying the residence times of the gas and of the catalyst in the reactor. If necessary, another value can be chosen for the flow of feed in order to achieve a different interval of conversions. The duration of the test will be that appropriate for having sufficient reaction products for being analysed. The limits for the duration of the test (operation times) are fixed according to the following two recommendations: the lower limit is indicated by the need for the transition period at the beginning of the test to be sufficiently short with respect to the total duration of the test, so as not to have any appreciable effect on the results. For this particular unit it is recommended that the reaction time should be no less than 20 seconds; the upper limit is fixed according to the amount by which it is wished to reduce according to the dimensions
of the collection sections for the catalyst and reaction products such as for example the volume of gases collected, quantity of catalyst or feeds used.

[0050] The residence time of the gas in the reactor varies by modifying the flow of feed. The residence time of the solid depends on the residence time of the gas, and in the event that the speed of the gas is not significantly higher than the terminal speed of fall of the catalyst then the residence time of the catalyst and that of the gas have to be distinguished. The residence time of the gas is calculated on the basis of the volume of the reactor, the temperature and pressure in the reactor, the flow of feed, the average molecular weight of it and the distribution of products at the outlet.

[0051] For each test, the temperature is adjusted in such a way that the temperature of the physical mixture and of the feed is always the same in a series of tests that it is wished to compare, independently of the ratio of catalyst to feed (CTO) chosen for each test. Nevertheless, this is not a limitation since the temperature of the physical mixture and the preheating of the catalyst can always be controlled for the CTO ratio that has been set.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0052] The invention will now be described on the basis of certain drawings wherein

[0053] FIG. 1 is a diagram of the general functioning of a test unit according to an embodiment of the invention,

[0054] FIG. 2 is an elevation view in cross-section of an embodiment of the separator,

[0055] FIG. 3 is a partial schematic view of an embodiment of the invention with a single preheater and schematically showing the preheater and the reactor, along with the connection between the reactor and first preheater,

[0056] FIG. 4 is a partial schematic view of another embodiment of the invention with two first preheaters and schematically showing the preheaters and the reactor, along with the connection between the reactor and said first preheaters,

[0057] FIG. 5 is a schematic view in longitudinal cross-section of the reactor shown in FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, and

[0058] FIG. 6 is a view of the reactor shown in FIG. 5 in transverse cross-section through the line A-A.

[0059] These figures include numerical references defining the elements listed below.

[0060] 1 first preheater

[0061] 1a tank for the catalyst in the first preheater

[0062] 2 outlet from the first preheater with a single tank 1a

[0063] 2a outlet from the first preheater with several tanks 1a

[0064] 3 obturator means (HT valve)

[0065] 3a individual obturator means

[0066] 4 reactor (tubular)

[0067] 4a upper part of the reactor

[0068] 4b lower part of the reactor

[0069] 4c intermediate part of the reactor

[0070] 5 separator

[0071] 5a upper part of the separator

[0072] 5b lower part of the separator

[0073] 6 trap for collection of liquids generated during reaction and liquids exiting from the separator

[0074] 7 pressurisation inlet for pressurisation gas to the preheater 1

[0075] 8 receptacle collecting the gas generated during the reaction and exiting from the separator

[0076] 9 load injector with which the reagent is injected into the reactor

[0077] 10 feed pump for the reactor

[0078] 11 second preheater (for the feed)

[0079] 12 directing valve (12) for the feed (e.g., three-way valve which changes the feed to the reactor when the reaction starts)

[0080] 13 inlet to the reactor

[0081] 13a load inlet to the reactor for reagent

[0082] 13b load inlet to the reactor for the catalyst

[0083] 13c addition of inert gas for mixing with the load

[0084] 13d annular space

[0085] 14 discharge outlet from the reactor

[0086] 15 admission inlet for the separator

[0087] 16 evacuation outlet of the separator for the products (in vapour form)

[0088] 17 heating system for the reactor

[0089] 17a sector heating elements for the heating system

[0090] 18 evacuation outlet for the catalyst

[0091] 19 gas access to the separator

[0092] 20 first pressure regulating means (valve in line 43 through which the fluidisation gases of the solid and pressurisation gases pass, the valve originates a loss of load which permits the solid flow to be regulated)

[0093] 21 distribution valve in the outlet of products from the separator (line 47) which diverts the gases produced during the regeneration phase to line 48

[0094] 22 gas flow control system

[0095] 23 second pressure regulating means (escape valve to the atmosphere)

[0096] 24 third pressure regulating means (non-return valve)

[0097] 25 fourth pressure regulating means (stop valve for line 43 when the catalyst is regenerated)

[0098] 26 first pressure meter

[0099] 27 second pressure meter

[0100] 28 third pressure meter
29 fourth pressure meter
30 tank for collection of the catalyst after the test, coming from the separator through line 50
31 gas outlet from tank 30
32 first temperature sensor
33 second temperature sensor
34 third temperature sensor
35 oven containing a combustion catalyst permitting complete oxidation of CO to CO₂
36 inlet for thermocouples for measuring the temperature inside the reactor at different heights
37 side inlet for a thermocouple intended to check the arrival temperature of the catalyst at the reactor
38 filter in the gas outlet from the separator
39 upper chamber of the separator
40 porous element (porous plate in the separator, against which the catalyst coming from the reactor runs up, separating the gases and catalyst by inertia)
41 lower chamber of the separator
42 load ducts connecting the outlet 2 from tank 1 with the reactor 4
42a individual load ducts connecting each of the tanks 1 with the reactor 4
43 second gas line (fluidising gas line for fluidising the catalyst retained on the porous plate 40, it connects the store 1 with the lower part of the separator 5 and houses the valve 20)
44 reagents load line for carrying the reagents to the reactor
45 first gas line (line for addition of gas for aerating the catalyst in the store 1)
46 third gas line (line for addition of air or other oxidising gas which is introduced into the separator for regeneration of the catalyst)
47 first outlet line collecting the reaction products
48 second outlet line towards the analysis of regeneration gases from the catalyst
49 supply line for addition of an inert gas to the reagent
50 line for extraction of the catalyst from the separator after the test, for carrying it to the collection tank
51 fifth regulating means (depressurisation valve which opens after the test in order to rapidly depressurise the separator so that the catalyst can be swept along the line 50 to the tank 30)
52 fourth temperature sensor
53 source of oxidising gas
54 analysis system of combustion gases

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

According to what can be seen in FIG. 1, the first preheater 1 includes a tank 1a wherein a catalyst is heated up prior to carrying out the test reaction. The outlet 2 from the preheater is connected with the load inlet 13 in the upper part 4a of the reactor 4, through a load duct 42 which an HF valve 3 is inserted. The load duct 42 is connected through its other end to a first fluidisation gas line 45, which receives an inert fluidisation gas from a flow control system 22. Inserted in the first gas line 45 there is a non-return valve 24 which prevents back-flow of the fluidisation gas towards the control system 22.

Provided in the upper part of the tank 1 there is a first pressure meter 26 and a pressurisation inlet 7 for the inlet of an inert pressurisation gas, connected to a second gas line 43 which in turn also receives the inert gas from the gas flow control system 22.

Also connected to the load inlet 13 of the reactor 4 is a load injector which, on the one hand, is connected to a reagent load line 44 and to a supply line 49 for the addition of an inert gas, also connected to the control system 22, which inert gas is intended to disperse the reagents as they enter the reactor 4. The load line 44 has a section wherein a second preheater 11 is provided, intended for heating the reagents to the predetermined temperature before they enter the reactor 4 and, moreover, a directing valve 12 which, when it is open, permits the flow of reagents towards the injector 9. The reagents flow through the load line 44 driven by a pump 10.

The reactor 4 is provided with three temperature sensors, namely, a first sensor 32 in its upper part 4a, a second sensor 33 in its lower part 4b, and a third sensor 34 in its intermediate part 4c. In the lower part 49 of the reactor is the discharge outlet 14 for the reactor, linked to the admission inlet 15 in the upper part 5a of the separator 5.

The separator 5 is internally divided by a porous plate 40 into an upper chamber 39 which is accessed through the admission inlet, and a lower chamber 41 which communicates with a gas access 19 in the lower part 50 of the separator 5. Provided just above the porous plate 40 is a fourth temperature sensor 52. In the upper part 5a of the separator 5, a first evacuation outlet 16 for the reaction products and a second evacuation outlet 18 for the extraction of the catalyst are also provided.

The gas access 19 is also connected to the gas flow control system 22 via the second gas line 43. Moreover, the gas access 19 is connected to a source of oxidising gas 53 through a third gas line 46 wherein a valve is inserted. Furthermore, the second evacuation outlet 18 is connected to a collection tank 30 for the catalyst which has a gas outlet 31 conveniently provided with a filter (not shown in the figure), through an extraction line 50 wherein a depressurisation valve 51 is inserted.

The first evacuation outlet 16 is connected, through a distribution valve 21, to the analysis systems for the reaction products and for the products generated in the regeneration of the catalyst. The distribution valve 21 is connected to a first outlet line 47 which leads the reaction products extracted from the separator 5 to the analysis system comprising a trap 6 for the collection of liquid
reaction products and a receptacle 8 for the collection of gaseous reaction products, which can in turn be connected to means of analysis of the reaction products, conventional in themselves. Moreover, the distribution valve 21 is also connected to a second outlet line 48 which leads the gaseous products generated in the regeneration of the catalysts to an oven 35 containing a combustion catalyst which permits complete oxidation of CO₂ present in the regeneration gases, into CO₂, with combustion gases being generated that are led to a combustion gas analysis system 54 wherein the CO₂ and water content of the combustion gases are analysed.

[0135] FIG. 1 also shows the pressure meter means 26, 27, 28, 29 which include

[0136] the first pressure meter 26 for measuring first pressures in the tank 1a of the first preheater 1,

[0137] the second pressure meter 27 for measuring a pressure difference between a first point in the second gas line 43 conducting the fluidisation gas and which connects the first heater 1 and the gas access 19 in the lower part 5b of the separator 5,

[0138] the third pressure meter 28 for measuring second pressures in the admission inlet 15 to the separator 5, and

[0139] the fourth pressure meter 29 for measuring third pressures existing between the second point in the second gas line 43 and the gas access 19 for the separator 5.

[0140] In turn, FIG. 1 also illustrates the arrangement of the gas regulation means 20, 23, 24, 25, 51 comprising

[0141] the first regulator means 20 provided between said first point and said second point in the second gas line 43,

[0142] the second regulator means 23 which links the first preheater 1 with the atmosphere,

[0143] the third regulator means 24 provided in the first gas line 45,

[0144] the fourth regulator means 25 provided between the second point in the second gas line 43 and the gas inlet 19 to the separator 5, and

[0145] the fifth regulator means 51 connected to an evacuation outlet 18 from the separator 5.

[0146] It can also be seen in FIG. 1 that the upper part 5a of the separator 5 has a transverse section approximately ten times greater than that of the reactor 4

[0147] FIG. 2 also illustrates the general characteristics of the separator 5 can be seen. So, in the upper part 5a of the separator 5 the admission inlet 15 can be found, the evacuation outlet 16 for extraction of the reaction products and the regeneration products of the catalyst, along with the second evacuation outlet 18 for extraction of the catalyst, while in the lower part 5b of the separator 5 the gas access 19 is located. The interior of the separator 5 is divided by a porous plate 40 into an upper chamber 39 and a lower chamber 41. The lower chamber 41 in turn has its lower part with an inverted tronco-conical configuration, which favours the distribution of heat inside the separator 5. Moreover, it can also be seen that the upper chamber 39 of the separator 5 has, above the porous plate 40, a height/diameter ratio of 0.3 to 0.5.

[0148] FIG. 3 shows with somewhat more detail the communication between the tank 1a and the reactor 4. So, it can be seen that the outlet 2 from the tanks 1a receives fluidisation gas, nitrogen, from the duct 45 so that said gas sweeps the catalyst towards the reactor 4 through the load duct 42 wherein the HT valve 3 is inserted.

[0149] FIG. 4 shows an embodiment in which the first preheater 1 comprises two tanks 1a, the outlets 2a of which are connected to individual load ducts 42a in each of which an individual HT valve 3a is inserted. Both load ducts 3a lead to a load inlet 13b for the catalyst, in the upper part 4a of the reactor 4. Although FIG. 4 shows an embodiment wherein the preheater only has two tanks 1a, their arrangement and connection to the reactor 4 can be designed in an analogous manner for a first preheater 1 with a greater number of tanks 1a, arranged in a row or circularly.

[0150] FIGS. 5 and 6 show in greater detail an embodiment of the load inlet 13b of the load duct 42 of the injector 9, the load inlet 13a for the reagents and an inlet 36 for thermocouples in the upper part 4e of the reactor 4, along with the heating system 17 with sector heating elements 17a. It can be observed that in the embodiment shown in these figures, the load inlet 13a comprises a central tube surrounded by a concentric outer tube 13b corresponding to the load inlet 13b for the catalyst, in such a way that between the outside wall of the central tube and the inside wall of the outer tube there is an axial annular space 13d defined within which the catalyst enters swept along by the corresponding inert fluidisation gas. The internal diameter of the outer tube is adjusted so that the annular space 13d formed between the two tubes is very narrow, with the aim of obtaining a high speed of gas and a greater effect of breaking up the drops of liquid that are injected. In this way, the inert gas and the catalyst form an annular “curtain” around the outlet mouth of the central tube corresponding to the load inlet 13b for the reagents, in such a way that the small drops of reagent that are injected are prevented from adhering to the inner wall of the upper parts 4e of the reactor 4, at the same time as achieving an intimate mix of reagents with the catalyst.

[0151] Furthermore, it can also be seen that the inlet 36 for thermocouples consists of a duct permitting access to the interior of the reactor 4. The thermocouples are, for example, the first, second and third temperature sensor 32, 33, 34 described earlier in relation to FIG. 1.

[0152] Reactor 4 is surrounded by a heating system 17 which, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, comprises sector heating elements 17a whose heating capacity can be individually regulated in line with the deviation of the temperature measured by the temperature sensors 32, 33, 34 shown in FIG. 1, from the predetermined reaction temperature for each test reaction that is carried out.

[0153] According to what is revealed from the foregoing description of FIGS. 1 to 6, the test unit or microdowner MD unit consists of a first preheater 1 which houses one or several tanks for the preheating of the catalysts, connected via their outlets 2, 2a to the same reactor 4. Unlike in any other conventional system of the riser type, this permits the testing of several catalysts continually without any handling by the operator. That connection also permits the flow of solid being fed to the reactor to be regulated, for example with a system of one or more openings 2, 2a and valves 3, 3a. The catalyst is preheated to a temperature between 100°
C. and the maximum temperature that the HT valve 3 can resist. Nowadays, there exist commercial valves operating up to 81620 C.

[0154] The catalyst can be fluidising during the preheating. The fluidisation gas is added by line 45 and flows upwards to the catalyst tank.

[0155] The feed of the reagent is done by means of the pump 10, which, as with the gas flow control system 22 and the means of heating 1, 11, 17, 17a is preferably controlled by a central unit wherein the conditions of time, temperature, pressure, etc., are programmed for each test it is wished to conduct. The three-way valve 12 with low dead volume controlled by the control system 22 changes the feed towards the reactor when the reaction starts, while the second preheater 11 raises the temperature of the feed to the desired temperature prior to injecting it into the reactor 4. The reagent load line 44 is preferably heated from the second preheater 11 until the injector 9.

[0156] The pressure is measured in the tank 1a and at the admission inlet 15 for the separator 5. This latter pressure is basically the same as in the reactor since the load pressure in the separator 5 is very low. So, the loss of load along the reactor 4 is generally less than 1 mbar. The pressures can be recorded by the central unit. During the test, the feed can be mixed with an inert added by the supply line 49.

[0157] The MD reactor 4 is tubular, of constant cross-section though it can also have variable cross-section, with an L/D ratio of 5 or more, preferably between 50 and 500. This reactor 4 connects directly with the separator 5. The catalyst and the vapourised products travel together in the reactor 4 in the downwards direction. The temperature of the reactor can vary between 100 and 750 C. The temperature is preferably measured in the reactor 4 at least at three points mentioned above, namely in the upper part 4o, in the intermediate part 4c and in the lower part 4b.

[0158] The central unit (not shown in the drawings) stores the evolution of the temperature during the course of the test with a frequency of, preferably, at least one set of data every 2 seconds.

[0159] The role of the separator 5 is to provide the shortest possible separation and stripping operation, between 20 and 200 seconds. This reduces additional reactions in the separator 5, mainly producing hydrogen, methane and ethane. The separation temperature can be between 100 and 600 C, preferably the usual temperature for an FCC simulation which is normally between 400 and 550 C. In the simulation of the FCC reactor a temperature between 400 and 500 C can be preferred, so that the reaction products and the solid undergo a certain cooling at the outlet from the reactor 4. In this way the speed of the catalytic reactions, and also of undesired thermal reactions that can take place in the separator 5, is reduced. The catalyst is separated from the gas by inertial; while the catalyst collides with the surface of the porous plate 40 and is thereby uniformly distributed on the surface of the plate 40, the gases expand in the separator 5 and exit through a filter 38 which retains the particles of catalyst which might have been suspended in the gases. The catalyst is fluidised on the plate 40 by means of gas from the line 43. The speed of the gas through the plate 40 must be sufficient for uniformly fluidising the catalyst. The flow of gas via the plate 40 during the separation stage can be the same as that used during the reaction or it can be conveniently varied. The temperature of the catalyst is measured by means of the temperature sensor 52 provided just above the plate 40. The volume below the plate 40, in other words, the lower chamber 41 of the separator 5, acts as a preheating section for the separation and stripping gas. The description of products can be accelerated by means of vacuum pulses which help to clean the catalyst.

[0160] The reactor 4, the separator 5 and the catalyst tank 5 can be made of any material that can withstand temperatures of up to 800 C, though stainless steel is preferred. The porous plate can be made of quartz or stainless steel, preferably INCONEL 600 on account of its mechanical strength and resistance to temperature.

[0161] The evacuation outlet 16 from the separator 5 is connected to a collection system for the products in liquid and gaseous form. The liquids generated during the reaction phase and the stripping phase are collected in one or more traps 6, at a constant controlled temperature lying between 50 and -50 C. The gases are collected in the receptacle 8 by displacement of water or by any other means wherein the volume is controlled by sensors of any type, such as for example: the optical, capacitative or inductive type, or by weighing of water displaced from the burette. The analysis of the reaction gases is done by displacement from the receptacle 8, and the gas are analysed in a gas chromatograph or any other system of analysis.

[0162] The regeneration of the catalyst can be carried out in the same separator 5 or in a separate system to which it is transferred by pneumatic means. When the regeneration is done in the same separator 5, air or any other oxidising gas is introduced through the line 46. The valve 21 changes the outlet path of the line 47 (collection of reaction products) towards line 48 (analysis of the regeneration gases). Alternatively, the catalyst can be collected without regenerating and determining the coke on the catalyst by means of a specific apparatus.

[0163] The combustion gases pass through an oven 35 with a catalyst that permits complete oxidation of CO to CO2. The CO2 and the H2O from the combustion gases are analysed by means of suitable techniques such as IR, gas chromatography, mass spectrometry or any other known procedure.

[0164] Once the test is ended, the catalyst is withdrawn from the unit and collected in the tank 30, without any need to wait for cooling of the separator. The transfer consists of sweeping the catalyst from the separator 5 with a powerful current of gas produced, by example, by the sudden depressurisation of the separator through the line 50.

[0165] In a preferred configuration, each catalyst tank 1a has two parts: the lower part is narrow and long, with a length/diameter ratio of between 5 and 50, in order to achieve a more uniform temperature in that zone. It also contains sufficient catalyst for conducting a complete test. The minimum quantity of catalyst which must be loaded into the tank is the necessary quantity for conducting a test plus a quantity of 10 to 30 g of catalyst serving to maintain a seal between the reactor 4 and the atmosphere of the tank 1a.

[0166] The outlet diameter 2, 2a of the tank 1a is important for controlling the flow of liquid towards the reactor 4. This diameter determines the interval of catalyst flow that
can be achieved. The limits change with the properties of the catalyst, mainly with its apparent density. The flow is regulated with the pressure difference between the tank 1a and the reactor 4. A flow of gas, preferably nitrogen, passes through the line 43 which connects the catalyst tank 1a and the separator 5, and includes the valve 20. This valve 20 originates a load loss which permits the flow of catalyst to be regulated and can be actuated by the central control unit or manually by an operator. The same flow of gas also serves for the separation operation.

[0167] The system permits the load loss to be kept constant if the pressure in the separator 5 is changed. Another option consists of using two different flows, one for the pressurisation of the catalyst tank 1a and the other for separation in the separator 5. In that case, the line 43 does not connect with the separator 5 and instead the outlet from the valve 20 is open to the atmosphere.

[0168] The pressure difference between the tank 1a and the reactor 4 is preferably controlled continually and is kept constant from the control unit. For example, with an FCC catalyst, of apparent density 1, a pressure difference of between 0 and 0.5 bar and an outlet with a diameter of 1.65 mm, the flow of catalyst can be regulated to between 10 and 120 g/min.

[0169] In the case of feeding a liquid reagent, before starting the test the feed starts to flow via the second preheater 11 so that temperature can reach equilibrium; 1 or 2 minutes are usually sufficient for this. The feed used during that time can be recycled or rejected if it is considered that it might have undergone an alteration due to its preheating. The recorded temperature of the second feed can vary between 100 and 400°C, lying between 120 and 300°C.

[0170] Described below are some tests conducted in a test unit corresponding to the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 4 to 6.

[0171] Test 1: Cracking of Gasoil

[0172] The properties of the feed and of the catalyst used are detailed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Table 3 summarises the operating conditions. Indicated in Table 4 are the yields by weight of the products with respect to the feed.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of the feed</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (15°C, g/cm³)</td>
<td>0.9072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur (% weight)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R UOP</td>
<td>12.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniline point (°C)</td>
<td>91.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean molecular weight (g/mol)</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity (100°C, cst)</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR (% weight)</td>
<td>9.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distillation ASTM 1100 (%) (°C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of the catalyst used</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rare earths content</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BET surface (m²)</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed flow (g/min)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst to feed ratio, CTO</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping temperature (°C)</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction temperature (°C)</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated residence time of the gas (s)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yields</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>55.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry gas</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isobutane</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-butane</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Cuts</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LPG</td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline (C5-216°C C.)</td>
<td>40.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD (216-359°C C.)</td>
<td>20.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359°C C+</td>
<td>23.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coke</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed flow (g/min)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst to feed ratio, CTO</td>
<td>17.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping temperature (°C)</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction temperature (°C)</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated residence time of the gas (s)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0173]

[0174]

[0175]

[0176]

[0177] The feed and the catalyst are identical to those of example 1. Other operating conditions are used (Table 5).
TABLE 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yields</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>79.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry gas</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene</td>
<td>7.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isobutane</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-butane</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 olefins</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LPG</td>
<td>25.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline (C5-216°C)</td>
<td>46.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCO (216-359°C)</td>
<td>13.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359°C+</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coke</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test 3: Cracking of Gasoil

The feed and the catalyst are the same as in examples 1 and 2, and the operating conditions are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed flow (g/min)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTO</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping temperature (°C)</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction temperature (°C)</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated residence time of the gas (s)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test 5: Selective Oxidation of Propane to Propylene

This time, the feed used in presented unit is gaseous feed. The reagent feed is done with a pellet and a flow meter, which replace the pump-syringe for liquid feed. As the products are all gaseous the liquid trap 6 is not used and all the products are collected in the burette 8.

TABLE 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of the catalyst used</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate carbon content (mg/cm²)</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BET surface (m²/g)</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test 4: Cracking of N-Octane

The unit presented here was used for cracking of a hydrocarbon such as n-octane, using a commercial FCC catalyst.

TABLE 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed flow (g/min)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTO</td>
<td>21.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping temperature (°C)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction temperature (°C)</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated residence time of the gas (s)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yields (% feed weight)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>77.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene</td>
<td>22.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene</td>
<td>15.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Butane</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Butane</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-2-butene</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Butene</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Butene</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22-butenes</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5+</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coke</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The catalyst used is in vanadium oxide supported on magnesium oxide.

TABLE 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaction temperature (°C)</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripping temperature (°C)</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow of inert (m³/min)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated residence time of the gas (s)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yields (molar % of the feed)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convenion</td>
<td>34.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution of products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>35.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbon monoxide</td>
<td>26.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbon dioxide</td>
<td>35.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. A test unit, particularly for the study of catalysts in short contact time reactions between at least one catalyst and at least one reagent, comprising:

- a reactor (4) with at least one load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) for loading a feed consisting of at least one reagent and at least one catalyst which has to intervene in the test reaction, and at least one discharge outlet (14) for the discharge of the catalyst and reaction products resulting from the test reaction,
- a separator (5) wherein the catalyst is separated from the reaction products, the reactor (5) presenting an admission inlet (15) through which the reaction products and the catalyst gain access to the separator (5), and at least one evacuation outlet for evacuating at least the reaction products separated from the catalyst, and
- means of heating (1, 11, 17, 17a) for heating at least part of the unit, characterized in that the reactor (4) is a down transported flow reactor,
- the load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) is arranged in an upper part (4a) of the reactor (4) and the discharge outlet (14) is arranged in a lower part (4b) of the reactor (4),
- the admission inlet (15) and at least one evacuation outlet (16, 18) are arranged in an upper part of the separator (5),
- the means of heating (1, 11, 17, 17a) comprise at least a first preheater (1) with at least one tank (1a) housing the catalyst prior to the test reaction for heating the catalyst to the desired temperature before it is loaded into the reactor (4), the first preheater (1) presenting at least one outlet (2, 2a) connected to the load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) of the reactor (4) through a load duct (42) in such a way that, between said outlet (2, 2a) from the first preheater (1, 1a) and the load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) of the reactor (4), some obturator means (3, 3a) are provided which are closed when the catalyst is being heated to the desired catalyst temperature in the first preheater (1) and they open when the catalyst has become heated to the desired catalyst temperature for discharging the catalyst into the reactor (4),
- the separator (5) is internally divided by a porous element (40) into an upper chamber (39) and a lower chamber (41), the porous element being permeable to gas and impermeable to solid particles of catalyst, said admission inlet (15) being linked with the upper chamber (39), and
- the discharge outlet (14) from the reactor (4) links with said admission inlet (15).

2. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the first preheater (1) comprises a plurality of tanks (1a) for housing and heating separate catalysts intended for a plurality of tests, the tanks (1a) being connected with said load inlet (13, 13b) to the reactor (4) through the load duct (42), and in that between each tank (1a) and said load inlet (13, 13b) some individual obturator means (3a) are inserted.

3. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the first heater (1) comprises a plurality of tanks (1a) for housing and heating separate catalysts intended for a plurality of tests, the tanks (1a) being connected with said load inlet (13, 13b) to the reactor (4) via an individual load duct (42a), and in that in each individual load duct (42a) some individual obturator means (3a) are inserted.

4. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the obturator means (3, 3a) are conform in such a way that when they are closed they thermally insulate the first preheater (1) from the reactor (4).

5. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the obturator means (3, 3a) consist of a valve.

6. A test unit according to claim 5, characterized in that the valve is an HT valve.

7. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the reactor (4) is a tubular reactor with a height/diameter ratio of at least 5.

8. A test unit according to claim 7, characterized in that the height/diameter ratio of the reactor (4) is from 50 to 500.

9. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the separator has a diameter greater than the diameter of the reactor (4) and in that the upper chamber (39) of the separator (5) has, above the porous element (40), a height/diameter ratio of 0.2 to 10.

10. A test unit according to claim 9, characterized in that the height/diameter ratio of the separator (5) is from 0.3 to 0.5.

11. A test unit according to claim 9, characterized in that the separator (5) has a diameter from 2 to 100 times greater than the diameter of the reactor (4).

12. A test unit according to claim 9, characterized in that the separator (5) has a diameter from 5 to 15 times greater than the diameter of the reactor (4).

13. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the load inlet (13, 13a, 13b) of the reactor (4) comprises a reagent inlet (13a) which links with a reagent load line (44), and a catalyst inlet (13b), connected to the catalyst load duct (42, 42a).

14. A test unit according to claim 13, characterized in that the load line (44) is connected through a first end to a load injector (9) for injecting reagents via the reagent inlet (13a) of the reactor (4).

15. A test unit according to claim 14, characterized in that the load injector (9) is further connected to a supply line (49) which conducts an inert gas that is mixed with the reagents before they are loaded into the reactor (4).

16. A test unit according to claim 13, characterized in that is at least one directing valve (12) is inserted in the load line (44), said directing valve permits, in a first position, reagent flow to the reactor (4), and in a second position prevents the entrance of reagent flow to the reactor (4).

17. A test unit according to claim 13, characterized in that the load line (44) comprises a section wherein a second preheater (11) is arranged for heating the reagents before they loaded into the reactor (4).

18. A test unit according to claim 13, characterized in that the load line comprises a second end, away from the reactor (4), connected to a feed pump (10) which pumps the reagents towards the reactor (4).
19. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the outlet (2, 2a) from the first preheater (1) is further connected to a first gas line (45) which conducts a fluidisation gas which fluidises the catalyst before it is loaded into the reactor (4).

20. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the lower chamber (41) of the separator (5) presents a gas access (19) connected to a second gas line (43) which conducts pressurised gas.

21. A test unit according to claim 20, characterized in that the pressurised gas is an inert venting gas.

22. A test unit according to claim 20, characterized in that the gas access (19) is further connected to a third gas line (46) which conducts an oxidising gas.

23. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the first preheater (1, 10a) also has a pressurisation inlet (7) for a pressurisation gas which drives the catalyst towards the reactor (4) when the obturator means (3, 3a) are opened.

24. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that it also comprises a gas flow control system (22) which, on the basis of gas pressure values detected by gas pressure measuring means (26, 27, 28, 29), governs gas regulation means (20, 23, 24, 25, 51) inserted in at least one gas conduction line (43, 45, 49), in order to supply under controlled conditions at least one inert gas to the first preheater (1, 10), to the reactor (4) and/or to the separator (5).

25. A test unit according to claim 24, characterized in that the gas pressure measuring means (26, 27, 28, 29) include at least one pressure meter selected from the group consisting of:

   a first pressure meter (26) for measuring first pressures in the first preheater (1, 10),
   a second pressure meter (27) for measuring a pressure difference between a first point in the second gas line (43) and in the gas inlet (19) of the separator (5),
   a third pressure meter (28) for measuring second pressures in the admission inlet (15) to the separator (5), and
   a fourth pressure meter (29) for measuring third pressures existing between the second point in the second gas line (43) and the gas inlet (19) for the separator (5),

and in that the gas regulation means (20, 23, 24, 25, 51) comprise at least one regulator means selected from between

   a first regulator means (20) provided between said first point and said second point in the second gas line (43),
   a second regulator means (3) which links the first preheater (1) with the atmosphere,
   a third regulator means (24) provided in the first gas line (45),
   a fourth regulator means (25) provided between the second point in the second gas line (43) and the gas inlet (19) to the separator (5), and
   a fifth regulator means (51) connected to an evacuation outlet (18) from the separator (5).

26. A test unit according to claim 25, characterized in that the third pressure regulating means (23) is a non-return valve.

27. A test unit according to claim 25, characterized in that the gas is an inert gas.

28. A test unit according to claim 27, characterized in that the inert gas is selected from the group consisting of nitrogen, argon and helium.

29. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the first preheater (1, 10) has sufficient heating capacity for heating the catalyst to a temperature of between 100 and 800° C.

30. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the separator (5) is provided with at least one heating element with sufficient heating capacity for maintaining the chambers (39, 41) of the separator (5) at a temperature of between 100 and 600° C.

31. A test unit according to claim 17, characterized in that the second preheater has sufficient heating capacity for heating the reagents to a reaction temperature of between 100 and 400° C.

32. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the heating means also comprise a heating system (17, 17a) arranged in the reactor (4) with sufficient heating capacity for maintaining a reaction temperature of between 100 and 700° C, in the reactor (4).

33. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the heating system (17) in the reactor (4) comprises sector heating elements (17a) with heating capacities adjustable by sectors, in order to maintain the reaction temperature.

34. A test unit according to claim 32, characterized in that the heating system (17, 17a) is adjusted in order to reach the reaction temperature, in accordance with temperature measurements made by at least one temperature sensor (32, 33, 34) selected from the group consisting of

   a first temperature sensor (32) which measures a first temperature in an upper part (4a) of the reactor (4),
   a second temperature sensor (33) which measures a second temperature in a lower part (4b) of the reactor (4), and
   a third temperature sensor (34) which measures a third temperature in an intermediate part (4c) between said upper part (4a) and said lower part (4b).

35. A test unit according to claim 1, characterized in that the porous element (40) is a porous plate.

* * * * *